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for nonwhite women. And more generally, white woiien, Lhe
average, do not achieve much upward mobility occupationally,
Nonwhite women, though they do experience some upward mobilicy
have been remaining in a much lower level wihtin the
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APPROACHES TO WOMEN'S OCCUPATIONAL ATTAINMENT
In industrialized societies, occupations are most ubiquitous of
all social and sociological factors used in the measurement of
social class, political motivations, leisure time orientations,
and other work and n on-work related characteristics (Montagu a,
1977), Few socio1o gist s wou1d deny the cent rality of
occupational roles within the structure of indust rialzed
societies, or the linkage of individuals to the society through
such roles (FeatHerman et a 1., 1975; Horan, 1978), Blau and
Duncan (1967) conceptualize occupational order as the backbone
of the class structure and of the reward system of modern
western societv:
Men's careers occupy a dominant place in their
lives today, and the occupational structure is
the foundation. of the stratification system of
contemporary industrial society. In the absence
of hereditary castes or feudal estates, class
difference comes to rest primarily on
o c cupa tion a 1 posICions a n d the econ omic
advantages and powers associated with them. A
kn ow 1 edge of t he occu pa t ion s and of the
conditions that gove rn men' s chances of achieving
economic success by inoving 11p the occupationa1
hierarchy is, therefore, essential for
understanding rncde.m society, and particularly,
its stratified character. (Blau and Duncan,
1967:vii-viii)
Their occupational attainment model has led to a rapid growth in
the number of studies of mobility processes in the United
States. Researchers follow the footsteps of their classic
study, The American Occupational Structure (1967). In addition
to just analyzing the samples of males, they have increasingly
focused on women as well (Sewell et al., 1980; Feathermari and
Hauser, 1976; Treiman and Terrell, 1975; Tyree and Treas,
1974).
The major concern of these researchers has been to measure
intergenerational mobility of women- The occupations of the
women's fathers are taken as the origin point. They choose two
alternatives for the destination status. One is the women's own
occupation to get a measure of social mobility via occupational
achievement. The alternative destination status selected is the
socioeconomic status of the women's husbands, the goal is to
study marital mobility (Oppenheimer, 1982).
Another concern of theirs is to analyze trends in inequality in
occupational attainment by gender. Comparing the
intragenerational mobility of women to that of men, it is
evident that there is a collective failure on the part of women
to achieve the occupational success of their male counterparts.
But this sort of research essentially treats men and women as
equal and does not take into account the differences by sex in
general life situations (Rosenfeld, 1976). Hence, it is limited
in the insight it can provide regarding the relative position of
women and men in the occupational structure.
Looking at women's life situation, it is obvious that the role
of women as workers in the home is significant. It affects the
continuity in their empioyment experience. 0ften the pattern of
their work histories has been a period of employment before
marriage andor the birth of the first child, a period of full
time work within the home, and later return to relatively
continuous employment. This discontinuity and shorter duration
in employment affect the rewards women receive within the
occupational structure. According to the human capital theory,
the longer and the more continuously a person is employed, the
farther he will advance occupationally. In addition to taking
into account the individual factors, arguments concerning
workers in different labor market sectors suggest that
structural factors also play an important part in determining
wo me n1 s occupa t ional ad va ricement.
This study is an attempt to relate both the individual and
structural factors to the ways women move between levels within
the occupational structure in different stages of their career.
The reasons for predicting that: these two dimensions affect
women's occupational mobility are developed in chapter two.
What follows here is a review of tlie two major theoretical
perspectives— human capital, thoery and labor segmentation
perspective— developed in the field of occupational mobility
s tudy.
HUMAN CAPITAL THEORY
Human capital theory is developed from neoclassical economic
theory which has two basic assumptions, namely, that traditional
price theory is applicable to the analysis of labor markets and
that labor markets are composed of atomistic individuals
behaving in a reward maximizing way (Gordon, 19 72; Cain, .1976;
Beck et a 1,, 1973, 1980a; Kreckel, 1980), The human capital
approa.ch renai.ns vi. th the neoclassical tradition in so far
as it holds on to the classical assumptions of price theory
and of maximizing behavior. On the other hand, it abandons the
unrealistic assumptions of total homogeneity and flexibility of
human labor power. It is replaced by the idea of the
productivity, and hence the market value, of the worker. That
is, inequality of Life-earnings and occupational status are
expal.in.ed as being a consequence of unequal investment of human
capital, i.e. of costs incurred for education, vocational
training, on. the job training, searching for information about
prices and incomes etc.(Becker, 1964).
To elaborate, what is proposed by human capital thoery is that a
person's knowledge and productive skills are a form of capital
which are inputs for further production. Some, human capital is
acquired before an individual enters the labor market full-time,
e.g. formal schooling. After an individual has entered the
labor market, he increases his stock of human capital as he
gains on-the-job experience and training. The cost of on-the-job
5training is borne both by the individual and his employer. The
cost of general training, i.e. training that can be of use to
other firms, is borne by the individual since in a competitive
market, competition among employers Will insure that wages of
those with general training will. rise with their productivity.
In the case of training specific to a firm, the employer will
receive the benefits and therefore will pay for the training if
such benefits exceed costs (Rosenfeld) 1976). This theory sees
human beings as economically rational individuals who decide
whether or not to invest in human capi.taI, either_ before or
after entry into the labor force.
In Sociology, since »lau and Duncan's work( 1967), most of the
empirical works have asserted that the attainment of status or
income is caused mainly by backgrouundi, personal characteristics,
and levels of achievement (Granovetter, 1981). Sewell and
Hauser's statement is representative:
"We postulate that socioeconomic background
affects mental ability, that background and
ability affect educational attainment, that
background, ability and education affect
occupational achievement, and that all of the
preceding affect earnings." (1975:50).
Furthermore, they claim that their model
"is basic..... because it exhausts the influence
of fundamental conditions of ascription and
achievement.....Consequnetly, factors of luck or
chance are implicated in the process of
achievement to the extent of indeterminacy in the
outcome of our basic model." (1.975:182)
In other words, the total stock of personal resources determines
earnings. As long as there are no changes in resources, earnings
are assumed to be constant (Sorenson, 1975a).
Therefore, in studying the occupational attainment of women, the
proponents of human capital theory will argue that the expected
shorter period of life-time labor force attachment associated
with child-rearing results in smaller human capital investments
among women (Polachek, 1975; Zellner, 1975; Sandell and Shapiro,
1980). Another argument along the same line is that women
in the mid-1970's, the human capital assumptions were
challenged. Kreckel (1980:532) sums up two major weaknesses of
the approach, which are widely shared by other critics:
One central weakness of this approach is
that, the human capital school starts
from. the unwarranted presupposition that
increased investment in human capital in fact dc
increase the productivity of labor in all
circumstances, and that the employers, as
rational homines economic!, are compelled to
behave accordingly. Another weakness is that the
human capital approach joes not seem to be able
anticipate discontinuous employment and therefore choose
occupations in which temporary withdrawal from the labor force
will not make their skills obsolete (Polachek, 1976, quoted in
Rlankenship, 1983)„ At the same lime, howeve r, c ontinuo us
employment in these occupations does not enhance skill
development (Oppenheimer, 1970). The result is that women gain
little in the course of their career if they choose to enter
occupations that allow temporary withdrawal
to explain differences in earnings and
occupational status between workers of equivalent
qualification (e.g. inequalitie s be twee n se xes,
be tween occupa tions, or bet ween f i rrns).
In view of these deficiencies of the human capital theory, the
labor segmentation perspective attempts to provide a systematic
account of the structural inequalities.
LABOR SEGMENTATION PERSPECTIVE
Current segmentation perspective bias developed essentially as a
critique of, or supplement to, explanations of differnetial life
chances which are cast in terms of. individual characteristics,
human capital or economic qualities. The main segmentation
argument is that inequality and inequity which deeply affect
individual life chances are in large measure a function of the
way work is organized in modern society( Clairmont et al.,
1983). The labor force is s egmented along manv lines»
Differences in sex and race are important determinants in the
type of job held and its economic payoff. Job characteristics
are the basis upon which the labor market is split into primary
and secondary sectors (dual labor market theory). Productive
sectors are classified in terras of concentration and
centralization of capital (dual economy theory).
Doeringer and Piore (1971) and. Gordon (1972) were the first ones
to publicize more widely the dual Labor market approach. In
their work Inte rnal Labor_ Markets and M a npower Analysis ( 1971), 
Doeringer and Fiore nan the terms "internal labor market" ancl 
"external labor market" to elaborate the dichotomy of the dual 
labor market. The internal labor market is an "administrative 
unit, within which the pricing and allocation of labor is 
governed by a set of administrative rules and 
procedures"(pp. 1-2). The rules give certain rights and 
privileges to 'workers that are not avialable to those outside 
the organization or occupation. The external labor market 
contains a11 o ther workers . The rnovement of people into and out 
of this market is governed by the economic variable of supply 
and demand at points of entry and exit.
Piore (1975) further develops this basic dichotomy in the dual 
labor market theory which comprises a primary sector and a 
secondary sector. 'Fite primary sector offers "jobs with 
relatively high wages, good 'working conditions, chances of 
advancement, equity and due process in the administration of 
work rules, and above all, employment stability" (p. 126). In
the secondary sector, "jobs tend to be low-paying, with poorer 
working conditions, little chance of advancement, a highly 
personalized relationship between workers and supervisors which 
leaves wide latitude for favoritism and is conducive to harsh 
and capricious work discipline; and with considerable 




One of the key elements in the operation of the dual labor
market is the existence of barriers to mobility between labor
markets (Hodson and Kaufman, 1982; Clairmont et al., 1983). In
the case of internalexternal markets, the result is that the
creation of internal labor markets shelters incumbents from
competition with workers in the external labor market. In each
internal market, there are one or more entry ports which are the.
only positions which can be entered directly from the external
labor market. It is at these entry ports where employers
exercise control over mobility between labor markets and it is
here that the selection of workers with desired characteristics
take place (Kerr, 1954; Doeringer and Piore, 1971).
There is also blockage of mobility between the primary and
secondary labor markets (Gordon, 1972). Writers such as Thurow
(1975) and Doeringer and Piore (1971) suggest that the entry
into the primary labor market can be thought of as being
governed by a queue. Workers are ordered in the entry queue
according to their trainability, that is, according to the cost
of training them as permanent workers. This can lead to a
vicious circle for workers in the secondary labor market. The
secondary labor market imposes unstable work histories on
workers which primary labor marke t emp 1 oye rs use as evidenc.e''
of their undesirability. Therefore, it: is very difficult,
according to their argument, for secondary Labor market workers
to gain entrance into the primary labor market.
While dual labor market; theory specifies segments in terms of
job andor workers' characteristics. dual economy writers focus
on industrial structure and the economic organization of
production as the bases f or sect oral distinct ion. The econorni c
production of advanced capitalist nations can be usefully
divided into three sectors: one organized by large monopoly
capital, one organized by small competitive capital, and one
Based on the above conceptualization, writers (e.g. Tolbert e
al., 1980; Beck et al., 1978; Tolbert, 1982; Berger an
Piore.1980) form the differentiated economic sectors us in
organized by the state, The t.wo private capital sectors are
referred to variously as the monoplov and competitive sectors
(0'Conner, 1973), center and periphery firms (Averitt, 1968),
the planning and market economies (Galbriath, 1973) and
concentrated and unconcent rated industries (Bluestone, 1970).
In all these conceptions, the large capital sector has the
following features: ability to set prices, create markets,
control the supply and cost of raw materials, influence the
state and socialize the costs of production. Production is large
scale and capital intensive. markets are national o'
international in scope, profits are high, wages are high am
workers are heavily unionized. In the small capital sector
exactly the opposite conditions prevail. Wage and prici
competition are predominant, productivity and profits are low
production is labor intensive, workers are not typicall;
unionized and working conditions are poor (Hodson, 1977).
industry as their referent* Their assumption about the
industrial structure of the United States is that t lie re exists a 
dual economy. That is, American economy may be viewed as 
consisting of (a ) core industries characterized by:
oligopolistic market struct res; high capital-to-labor ratios; 
the use of sophisticated technology; substantial training costs 
for skilled, supervisory and technical workers; high wages; the 
need for a literate and stable labor force; and the presence of 
strong trade union organizations, and (b) a periphery in which 
industries are characterized by t heir lack of market power; 
archaic management techniques; low capital requirements; low 
skill requirements; low wages; seasonal employment and/or an 
unstable work force; and little or no labor organization (Reich 
et al., 1973; Applebaum, 1979; Wallace and Kalleberg, 1981; 
D ’Amico and Brown, 1982; Blankenship, 1983; Kerckhoff, 1984).
As can be seen from the above, along with the dualism in the 
industrial structure, there developed a corresponding dualism of 
working environment and wage and mobility patterns. Corporations 
in core industries with more stable production and sales, 
developed job structures and interna1 relations reflecting that 
stability; the bureaucratization of wo rk rewards and the elicit 
of stable work habits in employeos are good examples. In 
peripheral firms, where product demand is unstable, jobs arid 
workers tend to be marked by instability (Reich et al., 1973).
There has been concern about the confusion of duality in the
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economy with the duality in the labor market. In fact, the
difference between dua1 labor rna rket writers and dua1 economv
writers may be treated as a difference in emphasis:
Diia1 1abor market writers tend to stress the
description of segmentation in labor market, with
relatively little concern, for the origin of such
segmentation. Dual economv writers acknowledge
the existence of segmentation in labor markets,
but treat it as the consequence of more
fun da mental process of se. gmentation in the
economic order. (T olbert et al, 1980:1096-7)
The key contribution of the labor segmentation perspective is in
its emphasis on the effect of the structure of the labor market
on differences of labor outcomes. When applied to the analysis
of women's occupatioanl attainments this approach allows us to
understand the limits and restrictions on the work available to
women. Because of their discontinuous labor force participation,
women may be put at the end of 11e se 1 ect i on aueue since they
are perceived to be unstable workers. Even if they are
recruited, employers anticipate breaks in women's employment and
might decide not to invest in their job training. Hence this
approach suggests explanations of attainment inequalities and
blocked opportunities that do not blame the victim, do not hold
women responsible for their particular place in the work world
because of their passivity and depc-vndance1' (A eker, 1978:147).
I will draw on the dual economy perspective to introduce a
structural component into the explanation of the occupational
attainment of women. The main thrust of my argument is that
economic segmentation interacts with individual variables to
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influence the outcome of the attainment process. Chapter two
spells out my approach to the problem and explains the key
concepts employed.
Notes
1 This description of the human capital theory is taken from
Kreckel (1980:532).
2 For a full description of the many variants of labor market




INTERACTION OF INDIVIDUAL AND STRUCTURAL FACTORS
To conceptualize occupational. mobility as an interplay between
structural and individual characteristics is by now accepted in
mobility research. Research on mobility took off after Blau and
Duncari's 1967 analysis of the American occupational structure
and has shown continuity as researchers seek to extend and
further specify the basic status attainment model (Hall) 1983).
By the mid-1970's some authors were suggesting that the
hypothesized paradigm of the status att-ain rnrnt model is
inadequate in explaining the process of status at+tai nment
(Sorensen, 1975b Ornstein, 1976 Falk and Cosby) 19 7 6, quoted
in Kaufman and Richardson, 1982). This challenge points to an
obvious need for the search for variables to add to the
explained variance. Researchers find answers in the rich texture
in labor market structure. Among them are Bibb and Form (1.977),
Hodson (1977), Beck, Horan and Tolbert (1978) who have
emphasized the importance of industry sectors. Nevertheless,
they also include several variables which are characteristic oL'
the individualistic perspective. These include parental
education and occupational prestige, as well a S. respondents'
education and labor market experience. It can be said that it is
an intellectual imperative to view both individual and
strucutral factors as compatible rather than competitive
considerations in explaining the at tainiment process. Sorensen
(1975a) has rightly pointed out:
"Mobility is the movement of individuals among 
positions in a social strucutre* Most often these 
positions are jobs organized in occupations.
Individuals differ in respect to characteristics 
that affect their probability of moving between a 
given set of positions: that is, mobility depends 
on individual ability, values, and motivation.
Also, in order for an individual to move there 
must be a vacant position for him to occupy.
Hence mobility is also a function of the 
distribution of opportunities given by the 
occupa t ional s t rue. t ur e . " ( p, 336)
He continues his apt commentary:
"It would be futile to deny that a person may 
increase his prestige and income by undertaking 
additional training and education. Human capital 
analysis provides a theory about how such 
additions to a person's level of resources come 
about. As a theory about the achievement process 
it is only partial since it seems equa11y futil e 
to deny that at times a person rnay experience a 
gain in prestige and income because an
opportunity for advancement presented itself as a
result of the creation of a new job or the
retirement of the incumbent of an old job. Also 
at times people, are f j red or pressured out of 
their job without an apparent change in resources 
but with losses in prestige and income as
probable consequences- In these Instances, there 
are structural sources to the variation in 
achievement. A c ompr e.he ns t ve theory of
occupational achievement should take both 
individual and structural influences on the
achievement process into account." (P. 341)
This paper takes the same stance that both individual and
structural factors have an influence on women’s occupational
attainment. Emphasis will be put on women’s experience in the
labor market (in term s of industry) sector as we11 a s their
employment: histories. Other variables included in the analysis
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are socioeconomic background and job-relevant resources of
respondents»
SOCIOECONOMIC BACKGROUND
It has been rather clearly demonstrated that there is a
relationship among parental occupation, education and wealth and
the occupational attainment of children. How does socioeconomic
background affect one's level of occupational attainment? In one
influential piece of work, Blau (1956) suggests that
socioeconomic background influences career outcomes in two ways:
first by shaping the social development of the individual and
thus his or her career orientation, self concept, values and
interests; and second by affecting the occupational
opportunities available to the individual. Blau and Duncan
(1967) find that the most influential forces on career
attainment in men's social class background are the father's
occupation and education. These two variables predict strongly a
man's education and his first job which in turn can predict
their current job. Regarding women, it has also been found that
the father's occupation exerts a direct positive effect on the
occupational status of females (Featherman and Hauser, 1976;
McClendon, 1976). Furthermore, due to like-sexed role modeling,
the mother's occupation and education are necessary variables to
be included in models that try to explain female occupational
attainment (Rosenfeld, 1978a; 1978b; Marini, 1.980; Treiman and
Terrell, 1975).
JOB_-RELEVANT RESOURCES
In the generally accepted view that industrial societies are
largely meritocratic, level of educational attainment is a kind
of personal resource that has become one of the major
determinants of status. Schooling is influential for sorting
womanpower into jobs (Treas and Tyree, 1979). Studies have found
that the most important variable in explaining the occupational
status of working women is their educational attainment (see,
for example, Featherman and Hauser, 1976; Treiman and Terrell,
197 5; McClendon, 1.976). The main task here is to find out the
effect of labor market sector and working experience when
education is held constant.
Vocational training other than regular school plus occupational
training taken aside from on-the-job training are other kinds of
personal resources which can add to the stock of human capital.
More training of this sort, theoretically, will increase the
productivity of a worker. Therefore, workers with more training
should gain more occupational rewards than those with little or
no training, other things being equal.
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CAREER ORIGIN
Though not all women think of their first job in terms of their
life context, their very first job does begin a series of
stages. Given the fact that most women have a long range
pattern of work force participation, though interrupted by
marriage and child-bearing, it is reasonable to think of women
having a career line. Entering the work force by occupying a job
with possibilities for advancement would bring a )out more
favorable result than otherwise. Hence, it is central to examine
the effect of career origin on women's occupational attainment.
The importance of career origin has been investigated by Blau
and Duncan (1967). They examine the role of career beg innings as
intervening links between social origins and subsequent careers.
Their data testify that social origins exert a direct effect on
later careers in addition to that mediated by career beginnings.
Their major findings are that men entering high white-collar
occupations have already experienced much movement from social
origins, which must entail mostly upward mobility, and
experience less movement subsequently in their own careers, and
that men entering farm occupations, in. contrast, have as yet
experienced little movement in their own careers, which must be
primarily upward mobility off the farm.
Rosen (1972, quoted in Birnbaum, 1975) incorporates career
origin into a human capital framework. His model of the Labor
market is based on an Implicit market for learning
opportunities. Since different job experiences offer different
opportunities for learning, initial job experience is a basic
determinant of future advancement opportunities. So, initial
jobs with a future really carry with them an implied pattern
of lifetime work activity and attainment. While individuals can
switch jobs, the switching is related to initial position
f R i mhanm 1 Q h
Emphasizing barriers to mobility, the segmentation perspective
argues that previous work activities rule out certain future
possibilites. lather than emphasizing worker choice, as does the
human capital theory, the segmentation theories emphasize that
once career origin is de term in si., opportunities for future jot
movement can narrow because of discrimination, limitec
opportunities for training, certification, promotion, etc. Lacl
of mobility and on-the-job training opportunities imply that
career origins may be important determinants of career ending
(Piore, 1975).
LABOR MARKET SECTORAL LOGAT10N
Looking at career origin from the segmentation perspective, i
is logical to hypothesize that the sector of the labor marke
where a young woman enters when she starts full-time work wil
partly determine her career advancement. The point of thi
structural argument is that once a woman enters a sector, he
20
chances for mobility are in some way determined.
Spilerman (1977) has distinguished between orderly and
chaotic career lines and suggested criteria for identifying
them. Among the characteristics for orderly tracks are
requirements that
earnings and occupational prestige increase
steadily overtime. In contrast, chaotic career lines are posited
to exhibit no such regularities in earnings or prestige
increments. From an industrial segmentation approach, it follows
that mobility patterns the core sector should approximate
orderly career lines and that patterns in the periphery sector
should resemble chaotic career lines.
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY
To fully account for the occuipatioanl attainment of women, it is
necessary to look into their employment history. Since woment's
work force participa tion is mostly discontinuous, it is vital to
take into account the extent of employment experience in
researchers posit that marriage, dependents and age compositior
of children will depress the occupational attainment of women.
But Rosenfeld (1976), in an analysis of NLS data on mature warner
finds that any constraining effects of marriage and related
familial responsibilities seem to be indirect ones through the
extent of employment experience. In other words, as long as
women are in the work force, the effect of Marriage and so on
understanding their process of. occupational attainment. Many
may not. always be as profound as hypothesized, This paper is in
a position to consider the actual extent of employment
expe r ience ra the r than tak i ng proxies like ma r i ta 1 s ta 111 s,
number of children, family size or age of children, etc,
Two aspects of employment history are important. First, the
extent of employment represents the investment behavior of
women. The longer a woman stays in the work force, the more
chances she will have to receive job-related human capital.
Also, the longer a woman is in the labor market, the longer the
period over which she will receive returns on a given stock of
human, capital and the more profitable such investment will be
(Rosenfeld, 1976). Therefore, inexperience is a handicap for
women, resulting in less achievement at the occupational level,
as compared with women who have more working experience. Second,
employment experience attendant to different industrial sectors
will render different results. Along this line, It is
hypothesized that the longer a woman works in the core
industrial sector, the higher her occupational attainment will
be as compared with her counterpart in the periphery industrial
sector, net of other factors.
A SUMMARY OF HYPOTHESES
Putting everything together, the occupational status of women is
hypothesized to be most strongly influenced by educational
attainment. Additional variance in occupational status may be
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accounted for by their socioeconomic background, by the labor
market sector they enter when the started work, by their
employment experience and by the extent of their employment
experience with a particular labor. market sector. To summarize
the foregoing discussions, the following list of hypotheses is
presented.
Socioeconomic background and occupational attainment
1. Father's educational attainment is positively related to
women's occupational attainemt.
2. Father's occupational attainment is positively related to
women's occupational attainment.
3. Mother's educational attainment is positively related to
women's occupational attai.nment.
4. Mother's occupational attainment is positively related to
women's occupational attainment.
Job-relevant resources and occupational attainment
5. The higher the educational attainment of women, the higher
their occupational attainment.
6. The more training other than formal education women undergo,
the higher is their occupational attainment.
Labor market sectorp. 1 .location and occupational attainment:
7. At their career origin, women in the core industrial sector
achieve more occunationally than their counterparts in the
periphery sector
8. At their early career stage, women who worked in the core
sector gained higher status in the occupational hierarchy
than did those who worked in the periphery sector.
9. The more extensively women work in the core industrial
sector, the higher will their occupational attainment be.
Career origin and occupa tiona1 a 11ainment
10. Women who enter the core industrial sector at their career
origin will have higher occupational attainment than those
who enter the periphery sector.
11.The higher the occupational attainment at career origin, the
higher the occupational status at a later stage.
Employment his tor y_ and occupational attainment
12. The more extensively women participate in the labor force,
the higher is their occupational attainment.
24
Precedent occupational attainment and subsequent
occupational attainment
13. The higher the status achieved in an earlier stage, the
higher will be the occupational attainment at a later stage.
The operationalizations of the specific variables will he
addressed in the next chapter, after an introduction to the data
set to be utilized. The model for analysis will follow.
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CHAPTER THREE
THE DATA, OPERATIONAL IZATION OF VARIABLES
AND THE MODEL
THE DATA
In order to examine the relationship between career origins,
labor market sectoral locations, the extent of attendant
employment experience and occupational attainment, longitudinal
data are required. The essence of longitudinal research is that
it is based upon characteristics of the same group of
individuals at two or more points of time, Longitudinal
analysis, therefore, involves either an examination of
relationships among characteristics of these individuals in
different time periods or of changes in one or more of their
characteristics over time. Longitudinal data provide the only
means of identifying the determining Factors in developmental
processes on which cross-sectional data can shed little, if any,
light. Moreover, they permit determination of the direction of
causation between correlated variables, or may make it clear
that an ostensible relationship between two variables really
reflects the influence of one or more variables not included in
the analysis (Parses, 1979).
The National Longitudinal Surveys (NLS) have the purpose of
identifying the factors accounting for variations in the labo
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market behavior and experience of the four age-sex subsets
(women 30-44 and 14-24, men 45-59 and 14-24 as of 1967) of the
U.S. population represented by the samples. The major categories
of variables include in the surveys are:
employment and unemployment
- job history
- socioeconomic and human capital variables
- financial characteristics
- social-ps ,vcnological variables
and -environmental variables.
Many of the variables examined are common to all four cohorts,
but some are specific to a given coh orto All in all, the NLS
data are by far one of the most i.rlf ocmative data sets available
for labor market analysis.
For the purpose of this study, the inforriiation on mature women
aged 30-44 as of 1967 1 be used. A national probability
sample of the civilian noninstitutionalized population of women
30-44 years of age as of April, 1967 was interviewed. This
sample included 5083 women with an over sampling of nonwhite
women (N=1477). These women have been reinterviewed every
year or so since. The degree of attrition over the survey years
has been relatively small (Rosenfeld, 1978b). And, the data
have been shown to be generalizable to the population of women
in the United States (Rosenfeld, 1976).
Data from 1967 to 1976 interviews are available for my analysis.
They allow me to identify the very first jobs of the women as
well as to divide their careers into two major phases: early
career (from first to 1967 occupation) and mid-career (from 1967
to .1976), Because interest is focused on the women's career
origins and occupational attainment in early and mid-career
peases, only those who reported a first occupation (to be
elaborated below) and were employed during the week of




The primary measures of occupational attainment are wages,
annual earnings and social status (prestige) of the job. This
study intends to use social status of the women's first, 1967,
and 1976 jobs respectively to measure their occupational
attainment at carter origin, early career and mid-career.
The Duncan index of occupational status (SEI) is widely used in
sociological models of status for men. Duncan (1961) derived his
scale by studying the National Opinion Research Center's
prestige rankings for 45 occupations, fitting a regression
equation of mean education and income of each occupation to the
rankings, and then using the weight thus derived to rank all
occupations. This procedure resulted in a scale from 0-96, The
Duncan SEI is attached in Aunendix I.
The Shi has been used quite widely in the study of women's
occupational attainment and critics question its validity
because it ranks occupation according to the status of men
employed in them (e.g., Applebaum and Koppel, 1979; Acker,
1978). In fact there have been several discussions of the
appropriateness of the SEI as a measure of the occupational
status when the incumbent is a woman( e.g., Sheehv, 1975;
Acker, 1978; Marini, 1980), Featherman and Hauser (1976, note 1)
argue theoretically that:
At a conceptual level, we regard occupational-
socioeconomic status to be a characteristic of a
role, unaffected by characteristics of the role
incumbent.
Emperical evidence also lends support to the use of SEI scores
when the incumbent is a woman. Shea et al. (1970, quoted in
Rosenfeld, 1976) follow Duncan's procedures using women's
characteristics. It is found in their analysis that the women's
index based on 1950 data for the original 45 occupations
correlated .93 with Duncan's index for men. A second index for
women was created using 1960 data to test the stability of SEI
scores for women occupational incumbents. The correlation
between the two indices for women was again .93. Shea et al.
(1970:248, quoted in Rosenfeld, 1976) concluded:
Because this readily available and widely
nnio-rc fnnd index CSEI nrnvides a pood measure of
the vertical position of the occupations of both
men and women based on income and education, it
can be used as a measure of the relative
desireability or attractiveness of the
occupational assignments.
Ireiman and Terrell (1975) find that the socioeconomic structure
of occupations tends to be basically similar for the male and
the female labor force. Job for job, they show, men and women
are equally well educated; and although women are systematically
paid less than men doing the same work, the correlation between
male and female earnings in specific occupations is extremely
high, in excess of .9. Thus, it is no surprise that the Duncan
scores which are based on the education and income level of
males, are quite we11 predicted by the education and income
level of female incumbents of the same occunations.
Considerations of the evidence seem to indicate that this
available and widely understood index can be used as an
approximate measure of level of women's positions within the
occupational hierarchy. The SKI score is also chosen because it
is a continuous measure. Continuous measures have two merits.
One, the occupational mobility process of women may be-
relatively small in magnitude, and the use of continuous
measures allows us to measure them accurately. Two, the use of
continuous measures makes it possible to employ multivariate
methods which cannot be used easily when the dependent variable
is measured as a set of loosely ordered categories (Ornstein,
1976).
Career Origin
Career origin is the job taken by a person after leaving school.
In the literature of labor market entry, several ways are
reported to have been used to determine the first job
(summarized by Stephenson. Jr.. 1979):
the first job at which the respondent worked for two or more
consecutive weeks after discontinuing regular school (Kohen
and And risani, 197 3):
the first job after one last attended school (Duncan et al.,
1972):
when the individual leaves full-time schooling and
participates in the labor force for a period of more than
sixteen months without returning to full-time education during
t h P t t J mp f Ore f- g i n 1 Q 7 h
In the NLS, occupational and employment histories before 196
were taken with reference to intervals formed by a woman's
leaving school full-time, her first marriage and her first
child. Thus, first occupations vary according to a woman's
marital and child-bearing history. For never-married women (as
of 1967), information about the first job is available but foi
the ever married women, there is information about the longest
job held between leaving school and the first marriage. This
longest job might not be the first job held after leaving school
but this is a job held very near the beginning of a woman's
career. Further, for the majority of these women, it was theii
first job.
Labor Market Seetor
As noted in Chapter two, segmentation has been operationalized
at the level of industry, firm, job and worker characteristics.
An aggregated approach has dominated recent research (Althauser
and Kaileberg, 1981). Gender and race have been used as proxies
for sectoral location because ethnic minorities and females are
overrepresented in the competingsecondaryperiphery sector.
Andrisani (1973, quoted in Cain, 1976) simply selected the
three-digit occupations and industries where median earnings are
below the 33rd percentile of the labor force to define secondary
workers. Hodson (1977) used the characteristics of detailed
industry categories as a proxy for the core and periphery
sectors. The most recent empirical and theoretical advances in
this literature have been made by those who locate the source of
economic segmentation in the industrial organization of
production (Blankenship, 1983). A measure of industrial
segmentation that groups industries into core and periphery
sectors in a dual economy scheme was developed by Tolbert et al.
(1980, see Appendix II). Three sets of indicators, namely,
economic scale (assets, profit, and the like), product market
strength (concentration), and labor market (turnover,
unionization, earnings, among others) were utilized to make up
the complete measure. This measure of industrial segmentation
will be employed to measure the location of women in the labor
market sector. This operationalization of economic sectors has
been criticized on the ground that their conceptualization is
contaminated by a circularity between the defining
characteristics of economic segmentation and outcomes resulting
from economic segmentation (Hodson and Kaufman, 1981). To this
charge of circularity in the construction of their measure of
economic segmentation, Horan et al..(1981) defended:
Our reading of the dual economy
literature led us to identify the fundamental
underlying theoretical position as that of the
existence of systematic causal relationships
between the industrial organization of production
and the characteristics of industrial labor
markets. While our analysis cannot provide a
test of the direction of the causal flow between
such elements, it can and does provide a test
both for the existence of systematic
relationships between the two and for the
correspondence between observed relationships and
those expected on theoretical grounds. In short,
the distinguishing characteristic of dual economy
theory, as opposed to dual labor market theory,
is the proposal of a correspondence between the
economic organization of industry and the
characteristics of industrial labor markets.
(Pp. 888-889)
Moreover, their categorization of two sectors is criticized a
arbitrary, Beck et al. (1980b) present their position a
f ollows:
We do not argue that the industrial economy is
divisible only into two mutually exclusive
sectors. Rather it is our position that the dual
economy approach represents a convenient, albeit
simplified, starting point for research into the
effects of economic segmentation on labor market
outcomes. (p. 113)
To date, this scheme seems to represent the best available
measures of sectoral location (Blankenship, 1983).
Because Tolbert et al. used 1970 Census codes of industries
while the NLS data have information on industries using the 1960
Census Code, recoding is necessary. The following are examples:
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Appendix III lists the industries, detailed I960 Census Codes
and their sectoral assignment
2
Employment History
The NLS data set does not provide women's complete work
histories, although it provides more of their work histories
than other data sets. Only rough indicators of employment
histories before 1967 are available, and in 1972-73 and 1974-75
when no interviews were carried out, information on work
histories is absent. With information available, women's
employment history is defined as follows:
- number of years worked 6 or more months between attending
school and 1967
- number of weeks worked in last 12 months as of 1968 interview
- number of weeks worked in last 12 months as of 1969 interview
- number of weeks worked between 1969 and 1971 interviews
- number of weeks worked between 1971 and 1972 interviews
- number of weeks worked in last 12 months as of 1976 interview
- number of weeks worked in last 12 months as of 1976 interview.
Because the number of years between attending school and 1967
varies with women's age and the amount of education they
received, their employment history is expressed in terms of
percent of years between leaving school and 1967 employed at
least six months. The employment history between 1968 and 1976
is expressed as percent of weeks worked between 1968 and 1976.
Extent of Employment in the CorePeriphery Sector
Information on industries is available for first, 1967, 1968,
1969, 1971, 1972, 1974 and 1976 jobs, therefore only the extent
of employment in the core sector between 1967 and 1976 can be
calculated. It is a summary measure of percent of weeks between
1967 and 1976 workine in the core industrial sector.
Socioeconomic background
Socioeconomic status of parental family is measured by highest
grade completed by father (or head of household) and mother, and
by the occupational attainment (measured by SEI) of parents when
res DOndent was 15.
Job-relevant resources
Educational attainment is measured by the highest grade
completed by respondent reported in 1967.
Data on training other than regular school is incomplete. NLS
have information on training as of 1967 interview and between
1968 and 1969, and as of 1971 and 1972 interviews. To utilize
all these data, two variables are employed, one is whether the
respondent has taken any technical or vocational training other
than regular school as of 1967 (l=yes, 0=no) and the other is
the percent of years between 1968 and 1972 having received
occupational training.
THE MODEI
This study analyzes the occupational attainment of women at
three stages: at their career origin, in their early career and
in their mid-career. Due to the way the data are collected, the
analyses will focus on three dependent variables: first, the
occupational status of the first job; second, the occupational
status of the 1967 job; and third, the occupational status of
the 1976 job. The general form for analysis is as follows:
Occupational attainment- f(Occupational attainment,
12 tl
socioeconomic backgound, job-relevant resources,
extent of employment, labor market sectoral location)
Figure 1 diagrams the model of the relationships between
occupational attainment and its indenpendent variables. The
principal method of analysis will be the least squares
regression analysis. Table 1 describes all the variables to be
included in the analysis.
Figure 1. Model of the Relationship between Occupational
a
















See Table 1 for definition of variables.
Table 1. Description of Variables
Variable Name
1. ED
9 TP A TP n
Desc1ption
Highest year of school completed as of 1967
Highest year of school completed by father
or head of household
3. MOED
4. FASEI
Highest year of school completed by mother
Socioeconomic status of father or head of
household when respondent was 15
5. MOSEI Socioeconomic status of mother when respondent
up s 1 5
6. C0RE1 First job is in the core industrial sector,
l=yes, 0~no
7. SEI1 Socioeconomic status of first job
8. EMPEXT67 Percent of years between leaving school
a n d 1-967 e m p 1 o y e d a t 1 e a s t s i x months
9. TRAIN67 Tec:hnica 1 or vocationa 1 training other





1967 job is in the core industrial sector
Socioeconomic status of .1967 job
Percent of years between 1968 and 1972
having received occupationa1 training
13. EMPEXT68-76 Percent of weeks worked between 1968
and 1976
14. CORE67-71 Percent of weeks between 1967 and 1970
working in the core industrial sector
15. SEI76 Socioeconomic status of .1976 job
This study plans to analyze separately the occupational
attainment of white and nonwhite (mostly black) women« It has
long been known that nonwhites, mostly blacks, are
disproportionately represented in lower-paying and lower-status
jobs. Though some real gains were made by them in the 1960s,
entry barriers in certain occupations rem.in» In the case of
women, however, there have been, some recent suggestions that
black women have begun, to attain income parity with white women
(Wallace, .1 973, Gurin, 1974, quoted in Appie baurn and Koppe1,
1978). As the women in the sample should have entered the labor
force prior to i960, not being white at that time should have
included a different career historv in terms of career origin
and subsequent occupational mobility. Thus it is advisable to do
separate analyses for the two races
1 This study intends to do all analyses separately by race, so
the correction for oversampling of nonwhites is not neces S3. ry.
2 This scheme, when used to measure the industry sectors of the
women's first jobs, has a degree of validity. First, it
corresponds to the narrative description in the literature.
Second, the strucutre of the American economy has been shaped
by a merger wave began shortly after World War II and has
continued into the late 1960's (Averitt, 1968)„ The majority
of women in the subsample could only have entered the labor
force in the post World War II years.
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CIIAPTER FOUR
MODELS OF WOMEN'S OCCUPATIONAL ATTAINMENT
AND LABOR MARKET STRUCTURE
The purpose of this chapter is to explain the variations in
women's occupational careers. Variations ht be, as discussed
in previous chapters, due to differences among women in their
socioeconomic background, in their job-relevant resources (egg.,
in the extent of their education and vocational training), and
in the extent of their employment experience.
Of special interest in this study is Whether Structural factors,
as represented by differences in the labor market sectoral
location are related to variations in occupational attainment,
net of other factors.
In chapters one and two, it was argued that those wrorking in the
core industrial sector have more opportunities for training and
mobility. One question to be answered here, then, is whether
working in the core industrial sector and having more extensive
experience in this particular sector, results in occupational
status gains. Emphasis is put on the career origins. An
argument was made earlier that career origin is of great
importance in determining career advancement. Hence, a second
question to be answered, concerning the structural factor, will
then be if the labor market sectoral location of women's first
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jobs affects their later occupaLional attainment. Implicit in
this argument is the hypothesis that the status of jobs women
hold at one time affects that of the later career.
To answer these questions, a subsample was chosen of the NLS
women who reported a first job, a current or last job in the
1967 interview, and also a current or last job in the 1976
interview. As mentioned in the last chapter, information
available enables the comparison of the occupational status of
women in three different points of their work lives. The points
are the career origin, the early career and the mid-career. The
effects of the labor market sectoral location and the extent of
employment in a specific sector on long-term occupational gains
can also be tested
The analyses which follow will proceed in a sequence. The first
is a model of women's occupational attainment at their career
origins. The second model will be one of movement from their
first occupation to their. 1967 occupation, which is a study of
their early career attainment. The third model studies the
occupational attainment at their mid-career phase.
AN OVERVIEW
In the suhsample, there are 1560 whites and 497 nonwhites whose
1
information on all the variables to be utilized is complete
Table 2 shows the mean and standard deviation for the variables.
Comparing the level of first jobs with 1967 and 1976
occupations, it is found that white women in this subsample, on
the average, experience slight downward mobility. Though their
attainment in 1976 is higher than that in 1967, the increase is
too trivial to be of any significance; and, it is about 0,2 SEI
points less than their attainment in first jobs. At these three
times in their career, they are, generally speaking, at the
level of clerical workers within the occupational heirarchy.
Nonwhite women, as a group, show a small amount and gradual
increase in their SEI scores. Their status increases, on the
average, approximately 3 SEI points from their career origins to
their early career stage, and 2.6 SEI points from early career
to mid-career stage. The total increase from beginning to
mid-career is about 5.6 SEI points. However, nonwhite women
begin their careers at a level much lower than that of white
women. They, on the whole, are at the level of service workers
at their career origins and move up to the level of operative
laborers at their mid-career stage in the occupational
hierarchy. The race difference in the mean status in these three
phases identified are 22,3, 18.54 and 16.43 SEI points
respectively.
Tab 1 e 2_. Means and Standard Deviations for Variab 1 es
in Models of Occupational Attainment: Based
on women reporting a first job, 1967 current:
or last job and 1976 current: or last job
WHITES (N -1 5 6 0 NONWHITES (N=497)























































































Note: Not all women reported FAED, HOED, FASEI and MOSEI. Where
no information is available, the mean of the respective race was
assigned. This will reduce the standard deviations of the
variables. The percentage of women in this subsample having
























Variables are difined in Table
The scores of the variables measuring the labor market sector
location also vary between races. White women are more likely
than nonwhite women to start their career in the core industrial
sector and the former's experience with the core market in their
work lives are more extensive than the letter's.
It is found that nonwhite women participate more extensively in
the labor force than whites. The difference is greater in the
early career phase than in the mid-career phase.
As regards job-relevant personal resources, women of the two
races do not show a significant difference. On the average,
white women receive one and a half more years of education than
the nonwhite women. All women, on the average, attain a high
school level. And, nonwhite women are just as likely as white
women to acquire vocational training other than regular school
or any occupational training when they are in the labor force.
A comparison of the scores on variables constituting the
dimension of socioeconomic background shows that white women
come form families that are higher in socioeconomic level than
nonwh i t e worrie n.
All these difference by race justify the decision to do separate
analyses for whites and nonwhites.
Before reporting on the results of the regression models, a wort
about the methodologteal issue of multicollinearity is in order.
When variables measuring the same phenomenon are included in a
model, the problem of overspecification arises. To check whether
there are any problems of multicollinearity or not, one can
simply go through the correlation matrix of the variables and
inspect the correlations pair by pair. If the correlation of a
pair of independent variables does not exceed 0.50, the problem
is not pronounced (Hanushek and Jackson, 1977), And extreme
collinearity exists only when inter-correlations are in the 0.8
to 1.0 range (Nie et al., 1975). Simple correlations among
variables used in the models are reported in Tables 3, 6 and 9.
In the white subsample, those pairs of independent variables
whose correlation exceeds 0,50 are father's education and
mother's education (0.54), education and occupational attainment
at first job (0.59), education and occupational attainment at
1967 job (0.54), occupational attainment at first job and at
1967 job (0.60) In the nonwhite subsample, those pairs of
variables whose correlation exceeds 0.50 are education and
occupatioanl attainment at first job (0.59), education and
occupatioanl attainment at 1967 job (0.63) and occupational
attainment at first job and at 1967 job (0.68). These results
are not unexpected and they are not high enough to create the
problem of mu11ico1.1inearity.
SAS has an option for collinearity diagnostics. The approach
follows that of Belsley et al. (1980), Collinearity analyses are
done to make sure that there, is no mult icollinearity problem
among the independent variables. For each variable, the
proportion of the variance of the estimate accounted for by each
principal component is printed. A collinearity problem occurs
when a component associated with a high condition index (that
is, the square root of the ratio of the largest eigenvalue to
each individual eigenvalue) contributes strongly to the variance
of two or more variables (SAS Institute Inc, 1982). A condition
index of 10 is considered high enough for the presence of
collinearity to begin to be observed and estimates shall be
deemed degraded when 0.5 of the varaince of two or more
coefficients is associated with a single high condition index.
The proportion is deemed strong when over 0.8 is attained
(Belsley et al., 1980). The results of the analyses will be
reported separately in the following sections.
WOMEN'S OCCUPATIONAL ATTAINMENT AT CAREER 0RIGI1
Table 3 reports the simple correlations among the variables usee
in this model. As expected, among whites and nonwhites alike,
the occupational attainment of women at their career origins is
positively related, to their own educational attainment, parents'
educational and occupational attainment. A woman who works ir
the core industrial sector also contributes to her occupational
ohfa 1 n m o n t~
Table 3, Zero-order Correlatioris between Variables
in Model of Women's Qecupational Attainment
at. Career Origin: values for whites above
the diagonal, for nonwhites,be1ow
a
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Variables are defined in Table 1.
A collinearity diagnostics is done to check if there is any
problem of mult icollinearity among the independent variables in
the model. Table 4 shows the results of the diagnostics. For
whites, two condition indices larger than 10 are found, they are
11.960 and 19.060. For eac of these condition indices, only one
coefficient has a variance of more than 0.5 (0.9212 and 0.8.504
respectively) associated with it. For nonwhit.es, only one
condition index larger than 1.0 appears which is 1 1.85 9, and only
one coefficient associated with it exceeds the value of 0,5
which is 0.6015. Hence, the conclusion that there is no
multicollinearity problem observed in the model can be made.ft
Table 4. Collinearity Diagnostics for Model of Women's
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Table 4 (Continued)
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,f Variables are defined in Table 1
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The actual effects of women's socioeconomic background,
job-relevant resources and labor market sectoral location on
their status at their career origin are shown in Table 5. For
both white and nonwhite women, the variables represent
job-relevant resources, i. e., education, and labor market
sectoral location, i. e., whether they work in the core
industrial sector or not have significant effects on their
attainment at their career origin. Specifically, a one year
increase in educational level attained leads to an increase of
4.71 SEI points for white women. For nonwhite women, a one year
increase in education leads to an increase of 3.22 SEI points.
In other words, whites get a somewhat greater return in the form
of occupational status related to education than nonwhites. The
estimates for both coefficients of the parameters are
statistically significant at the .01 level.
Cable 5. Simple Model of Women's Occupational
Attainment: at Career Origin: Regression
of Socioeconomic Status of First
Occupation on Education, Family Background
































































Variables are defined in Table 1.
There are also differences by race in the relative effect of
labor market sectoral location. Nonwhites get somewhat greater
returns in the form of status gain relative to working in the
core industrial sector than do whites. For the former, working
in the core industrial sector brings an increase of 6.81 SE1
points while for the latter, it brings an increase of 4,. 66 SEI
points. Both effects are statistically significant at the .01
level. It is worth noting that the effect of labor market
sectoral location is almost as great as one year of education
for whites and is more than twice as great for nonwhites.
Socioeconomic background has different effects on the
occupational attainment of white and nonwhite women. For white
women, the father's educational and both father's and mother's
occupational attainment have positive effects on their
occupational attainment while mother's education has a negative
effect. Among these variables, the father's education and
mother's occupational status are both significant at the .01
level. It is found that one year of father's education can
result in 0.38 SEI point and one SEI point increase in mother':
occupational attainment brings about 0.12 SEI point increase foi
white women at their career origin. For nonwhite women, tin
father's educational and occupational attainment have slight
positive effects while mother's occupational attainment ha,£
slight negative effect on their first job status. However, none
of these results are statistically significant.
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In sum, this model of occupational attainment at career origin
has about the same explanatory power for white and nonwhite
women. The variables in the model can account for 37% and 38%
variance in white and nonwhite women's occupational attainment
at their career origin respectively.
WOMEN'S OCCUPATIONAL ATTAINMENT AT EARLY CAREER
to study women's occupational attainment at their early career
stage, the logical approach is to include additional variables
of the extent of employment and vocational training and the
labor market sectoral location of their job in 1967. The
occupational attainment at career origin should also be included
in order to measure the effect of earlier status gain on later
attainments
Table 6 reports on the simple correlations of the variables
included in the model. It is shown that all the variables
contribute positively to the occupational attainment of
nonwhite women. For the white women, except for vocational
training other than regular school as of 1967, which has no
relationship with their occupational attainment, all other
variables are found to be positively related to occupational
attainment.
Table 6. Zero-order Cor rela t:i oris_ between Variab les
in Model of Women's Oceupational Attainment
at Early Career_: values for whites above
the diagonal, for nonwhites, below
a
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Table 7 reports the results of the collinearity diagnostics
which aims at detecting whether there is any problem of
multicollinear.ity among the independent variables in the model.
In the model predicting white women's occupational attainment at
early career, there are three conditions. :indices which are larger
than 10, they are 12.142, 14.417 and 25.450 respectively. For
the first condition index. mentioned none of the coefficients has
a variance proportion exceeding 0.5, For the remaining two
indices, each has only one coefficient with variance proportion
exceeding 0.50, they are 0.8599 and 0.8866 respectively. In the
nonwhite model, only two conit:ion indices which are larger than
10 are identified, they are 11.325 nand. 10531. Each has only one
coefficient whose variance proportion exceeds 0.5, they are
0.6604 and 0.6271 respectively. To conclude, no
mult icollinea rity problems occur in the models
Table 7. Collinearity Diagnost ies for Model of Women's
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In Table 8, regression results of the model of women's
occupational attainment in early career are shown. What is worth
noting is that of the two variables which represent the
job-relevant resources, only education continues to contribute
to the movement vertically within the occupational hierarchy,
and that a one year increase in educational level attained has
almost the same effect on white and nonwhite women; the effect
is 2.30 SEI points on white women and 2.17 SEI points on
nonwhite women.. These results are statistically significant at
the .01 level. Vocational training other than regular school
does not have a significant effect on the women's occupational
attainment at their early career. This might be due to the fact
that the variable is measured in a way too crude to encompass
the real amount of training the women have undergone.
Table 8, Simple Model of Women's 0cc11pationa1 A11ainment
a t Ea rly Ca reer: Regression of Socioeconomic
Status of 1967 0ccupa 11 on on Educat 1.on, Socioec.onomic
Background, Status of__Firs 1 Job, T raininEmployment
Experience and Labor Market Segment by Race
(Standard Errors in Parentheses)
U F IT F Q N ONVJHIT E SIn dependent
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Variables are difined in Table 1
The occupational attainment of women at their early career phase
is still affected by their socioeconomic background. At this
time, both parents' occupational attainment have significant
effects on both races ot women, but not all are in the positive
direction. Specifically, for white women, 1 SEI point increase
in father's occupational status leads to 0.05 SEI point increase
in their occupational attainment in 1967. Their mothers'
occupational attainment has a greater effect, 1 SEI point
increase leads 0.09 SEI point increase in their status gain.
Both effects are statistically significant at the .05 level. For
nonwhite women, it is found that father's occupational
attainment has a negative effect on their occupational
attainmnet at their early career phase. 1 SEI point increase in
father's occupational status results in 0.16 point of status
loss. Conversely, a 1 SEI point increase in their mothers'
occupational attainment causes 0.39 SEI point increase in these
women's occupational attainment. These effects are statistically
significant at the .05 and .01 level respectively.
The effect of career origin can be seen in this model. The twc
variables which represent the career origin are the labor market
sectoral location of first job and the occupational attainment
at first job. Women's occupational status at their first job
does have a significant effect on the distance they move
vertically in the occupational structure over the early period
of their career life. SEI gains at first job have a greater
effect on the early occupational attainment of nonwhites than on
whites. For the. former group, one SEI point gained at their
first job accounts for 0.51 SEI point gained in their 1967 job.
For the latter group, 1 SEI point gained at first job brings
about 0.43 SEI noint cained in 1967.
Interestingly, whether a woman worked in the core industrial
sector at her first job did not have a siginificant effect on
her occupational status at this time.
Instead, for white women only, working in the core industrial
sector in 1967 adds 4.07 SEI points to their occupational
status. This relationship is significant at the .01 level. Foi
nonwhites, working in the core industrial sector leads to 1.31
SEI points increase in the occupational status at 1967. However,
this relationship is statistically insignificant.
The situation is similar when the effect of employment extent
between leaving school and 1967 on occupational attainment is
studied. For white women, a 1 percent increase in percent of
years between leaving school and 1967 employed at least sir
months leads to 0.06 SEI point gained in 1967. For nonwhite
women, the result is only 0.01 SEI point. In other words, a
white women who had been employed at least half a year ever)
year from the time she left school to the time she was
interviewed in 1967 would have moved up from her first job 6 SEI
points as a result of this employment alone. For a nonwhite
woman. such full employment brings about only 1 SEI point
vertical movement in the occupational hierarchy. Nevertheless,
the result is only statistically significant, at the .01 level,
for white women.
To conclude, This model can explain significantly more about the
variance in nonwhite women's occupational attainment at early
career phase than in white women's. The total variance explained
by this model is 0.57 for nonwhites and 0.44 for whites. What is
worth noting is that two of the variables, employment extent and
industrial sector location, which represent human capital and
structural factor respectively, are not significant in affecting
nonwhite women's status gain. One plausible explanation for the
difference in effect of extent of ernploymnet experience by race
is due to the types of occupations held by nonwhite women. At
the beginning of this chapter, it is reported that nonwhite
women, on the average, are at the service worker's level within
the occupational hierarchy at their career origin. These are
occupations which require relatively little skill. Experience
per se in these sorts of jobs, according to the human capital
theory, would not increase productivity and as a result, does
not warrant anv reward.
WOMEN'S OCCUPATIONAL ATTAINMENT AT MID-CAREE
To study women's occupational mobility at mid-career, al
variables that are considered important in influencing thei
movement along the occupational hierarchy are included. In
addition to the variables in the model of occupational
attainment at early career, training received between 1968 and
1972 and extent of employment between 1968 and 1976 are
incorporated. Also, because information is available, instead of
just measuring the industrial sectoral location in 1976, a
summary measure of percent of years between 1967 and 1976
working in the core industrial sector is included.
As indicated in Table 9 where the zero-order correlations among
variables in the model are shown, occupational status in .1976 is
positively related to all independent variables for white women.
For nonwhite women, almost the same conlusion can be drawn
except that whether a nonwhite woman has received any vocational
training other than regular school is negatively related to
occupational status attainment in 1976. However, this negative
relationship is trivial and insignificant.
Table 9. Zero-order Correlations between Vari_ab 1 es in
Model of Occupational Attainment at Mid-career:
values for whites above the diagona 1_? for nonwbites,
b e 1 ow
a
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Table 10 shows the results of the collin era ity diagnostics for
model of women's occupational attainment at raid-career. In the
model for whites, three condition indices between 10 and 20 are
found, they are .1 2.155, 13.763 and 16.032; and one is over 20
which is 28.760c For the first condition index
mentioned,two coefficient with variance proportions higher than
0.5 (0.6241 and 0.7157) appear. The corresponding variables are
occupa tiona1 a11a inraent of first job and 1967 job. This is
understandable and, as can be seen later, both variables are
significant in explainining the variation in white women's
status attainment at mid-career. For the remaining three
indices, all have only one coefficient whose variance proportion
exceeds 0.5, they are 0.5284, 0.8220 and 0.8820 respectively. In
the nonwhite model, only two condition indices larger than 1C
are found, they are 12.961 and 19,269. Both indices have only
one coefficient whose variance proportion is higher than 0,5,
they are 0.6529 and 0.6796 respectively. Hence, the conclusion
that there is no multicollinearity problem observed in the model
can be made.
Table 10. Collinearity Diagnostics for Model of Women's
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Variables are defined in Table 1.
The actual effects of the independent variables are shown in
Table 11. Education continues to assert a significant influence
on women's occupational attainment at this time of their work
lives. One additional year of education enhances the white
women's occupational attainment by 1.38 SEI. points, and for the
nonwhite women, 1.16 SEI points. Both effects are statistically
significant at the .01 level. Training, again, does not have a
significant effect for either race.
Socioeconomic background does not exercise any significant
influence on women's occupational status at the mid-career
stage. Their effects are probably mediated through variables
such as education and attainment at entry into the labor force
and at early career.
T able 11. Simple Model of W omen' s 0 c. cu pa t 1 ona 1 Attainment
at Mid-career: Regression of Socioeconomic Status
of_L976 Occu pa t: ion on Educat ion, Socioeconom 1.c.
Ba ckgroun d, Status of First Job, 1967 Job,
T_ra i ning, Enp 1 oyinent Experience and Labor
Market Segment by Ra ce (Standa rd Errors in
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Variables are defined in Table 1
The extent of employment at early career phase and in the period
throughout their mid-career lives has a positive effect on white
women. A one percent increase in percent of years worked at
least six months between leaving school and 1967 and a one
percent increase in percent of weeks worked between 1968 and
196 leads to 0,03 and 0,08 SEI points increase respectively in
the status gained in 1976. The former relationship is
statistically significant at the .05 level and the latter, .01.
Hence, the average white woman, i.e., one who had worked outside
the home 50.73 percent of the years between leaving school and
1967 and had worked 59.73 percent of the weeks between 1968 and
1976, would have moved up within the occupational hierarchy 6.30
SEI points, as a result of these experiences, net of other
factors. Like their employment experience in the early career
period, employment experience in the mid-career does not
significantly enhance nonwhite women's occupational attainment
in 1976. Recall that at this phase of their work lives, nonwhite
women, on the whole, are at the level of operative laborers. The
skill required is not quite high. Therefore, experience in these
occupations is again not rewarded.
Structural factor pertaining to career origin does not have any
significant effect on women's occupational attainment at
mid-career. Nevertheless, the attainment at career origin of
white women continues to contribute to their occupational gain
at later stage. A 1 SEI point increase in their SEI1 increased
their SEI76 score by 0.14 points. This effect is statistically
significant at the .01 level. For nonwhite women, attainment at
career origin has ceased to affect their occupational status at
mid-career significantly.
The occupational attainment at early career has effects on both
white and nonwhite women's attainment at mid-career. For
nonwhite women, a 1 SET. point increase in 1967 leads to 0.61 SEI
point increase in 1976, and for white women, 0.42. Both effects
are statistically significant at the .01 level.
There i.s n difference between races in the effect of working in
the core industrial sector between 1967 and 1976. The extent of
working in the core sector has virtually no effect on nonwhite
women, with respect to their occupational attainment- The picture
is quite different for white women. 1 percent increase in the
percent of years between 1967 and 1976 working in the core
industrial sector increases a white woman's occupational status
by 0.03 SEI point. This effect is statistically significant at
the .01 level. A white woman who had worked only in the core
sector between 1967 and 1976 would have moved 3 SEI points up
the occupational hierarchy, with other factors held constant.
In sum, this model can explain about 43% and 61% variance in
white and nonwhite women's occupational a11ainment at mid-career
respectively. It is worth noting that only two variables,
namely educational attainment and occupational attainment in
1967 are significant in explaining nonwhite women's occupational
a11ainment in 1976.
Overall speaking, the models predict the occupational status
gains of nonwhite women better than those of white women® And,
the explained variance increases, in general, as additional
va r i a b 1 e s a r e i n c .1 u d e d«
Not es
1 Not all women reported their parents' educational and
occupational attainment® Following Treiman and Terrell's
example (1975), where no information for these variables was
available, the mean of the respective race was assigned. This,
of course, has the effect of reducing the standard deviations
of the variab 1 es.
2 It is recalled that the mean value of these variables was
assigned to cases where no information was available. This




What is sought after principally, in this study, is to test
emperically two major questions that shed light on the role of
labor market strucutre in the dynamics of occupational
attainment. This is done by way of the available data on mature
women from the 1967-1976 National Longitudinal Surveys. The two
major questions addressed, to recapitulate, are as follows:
1. Are differences in the labor market sector location related
to variations in occupational attainment, when other factors
are held constant? Since the core industrial sector offers
better opportunities for training and mobility, it is
hypothesized that the more extensively a woman works in the
core sector, the higher will she move up the occupational
hie rarchy«
2. Does the labor market sectoral location of women's first jobs
affect their later occupational attainment? The hypothesis
set for this question is that women who work in the core
industrial sector at their first job will achieve better
occupationally. The argument is that career origin carries
much weight in determining the accumulation of job-relevant
resources in the form of skill development, which then leads
to advancement, opportunities.
Also hypothesized is that socioeconomic background, job-relevant
resources (i.e., education and mocational/occupational training)
and extent of employment are factors contributing to the women's
occupational attainment.
The way the data are collected enables the division of the
career histories of the women in the sample into three points:
career origin (first job), early career (1967 job) amd
mid-career (1976 job). Three models are constructed to test the
effects of the various independent variables on the occupational
attainment of women at these three points of their work lives.
The results of the regression models by race are reported in the
last chapter where acceptance or rejection of hypotheses has not
been systematically laid out. Tables 12, 13 and 14 summarize the
results with reference to the specific hypotheses set at the end
of Chapter two-
Table 12. Test: of Hypotheses in Model of Women's
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Table. 13. Test: of 11 ypot heses in Moclel. of Worrien' s
Occu pa t i on a 1 A11 a inment at Earl v C a r e e r
Hvnothesis WHIT ES NOMWHITES
1. Fa the r's educationa1
attainment is positively
r elated t o wo me n5 s
occu da 11 on a 1 n r a i tithpti 1~ Rejected Rejected
2.. Fa the r' s o c cu pa t i ona 1
attainment is positively
related to women's








occupational attainment Accept ed Accept ec
5. The higher the educational
attainment, the higher the
o c cu pa tiona1 a 11 ainment Accented Accept ed
6. The more training other
t ban forma 1 educat ion
received, the higher the
occu pationa 1 a 11 ainment Re jected
8. Women who work in the
core sector achieve more
occu pat ionally than those
who work in the periphery
sect or A c c e p t e d Reject ec
Table 13 (continued)
a
Hypothesis WH IT E S NO Will TIES
10. Women who enter the core
industrial sector at their
career origins will have
higher occupa tiona1 a1ain
ment than those who enter
the periphery sector Rejected Re jected
11. The higher the status of
occupation at career
origin, the higher the
occu pationa1 statu. sat
rlv rarppr Accepted Accepted
12. The more extensively
women participatein
the labor force, the
higher is their occupa¬
tional attainment- Accepted Rejected
13. The higher the status
achieved in first job,
the higher the occupational
attainment in 1967 Accept ed Accept ed
a
The numerical designation of hypotheses follow those listed in
Chapter Two.
TabIe 1 4. T est of IIypot:heses in Model _of Women' s
0 c c n pa t: i on a 1 A11 a in me n t a t M ;i d- o a r e e r
a
Hvnothesis WH IT E S NONW RITES
1. Father's e d u c a 11. on a 1
attainment is positively
related to women's
occu pa t i on a 1 a t: t a i n me n r Re ject ed. Rejected
2. Father's o c cu pa t i on a 1
a 1.1 a in men t i. s p o s i 1.1ve 1 v
related to women's
occupational a 11 a i.n m en t Reject ed Rej e ct e. d
3. Mother's educational
a t ta in me n t 1 s pes i. t i ve 1 v
related to wornen' s
o ccupa tiona1 a ttalament Rejected Reject ed
4. Mother's o c cu pa t i ona 1
attainment is positive In1 w
relat.ed to women' s
occu pationa1 a 11ainment Rejected Rejected
5. The higher the educational
attainment, the higher the
occu na t i on a 1 a 11: a i n men t Accepted Accepted
6. The more t ra in Trig ot. he r
than forma 1 education
received, the higher
the o c cu pa t i ona 1 a 11 a in men t Reject ed Reject ed
9. Women who work more
extensively in the core-
industrial sector have
higher occu pa t i on a 1 a 11 a in-
ment than those who work
more extensively in the
nor'? nfi n r c o r f~ r» T Accepted Reject ed
T a b 1 c 1 A (C on t in u e d)
a
Hypothesis WHITES NONWHITES
10. Women who enter the
core industrial sector
a t their career o rigins
will have higher occupa-
t i ona 1 a 11 a in men t t han
those who enter the
periphery sector Re j e c t ed Re jected
11, The higher the status of
occupation at career origin,
the higher the o ccupa 11ona1
a 11 a in men t at mi d- ca r e e r A c. c e p t e dA Re jected
12, The more extensively wo men
participate in the labor
f o rce} t he highe r is their
o c cu pa tiona1 a 11ain mcnt Accepted Re ject ed
13. The higher the status
achieved occupationally
in 1967, the higher the
o c cu pa t i on a 1 a 11 a in men t
in 1976 Accept ed A c c e p t e d
a
The numerical designation of hypotheses follow those listed in
Chapter Two,
Looking at the results of the three models, the answer to the
first question whether differences in labor market sectoral
location are related to variations in occupational attainment is
a yes for the white women. Throughout the different stages in
their woik lives, white women who work more extensively in the
core industrial sector do achieve more. This betterment is
significant and nontrivial. For nonwhite women, the answer is a
qualified yes. The structural factor does affect their
occupational status significantly at their first jobs. But the
effect discontinues as they participate more extensively in the
labor force. The assignment of industry categories into core
and periphery sectors by the aggregated approach lacks
qualitative knowledge about firms' employment and promotion
practices. Such knowledge will be of special value in adding to
understanding nonwhite women's movement within the structure of
occupational hierarchy. Therefore, the meaning of the findings
about nonwhite women by the aggregated approach awaits
additional knowledge form disaggregated analysis. (Althauser
and Kallebeng,1981.
The NLS data lend support to the second key hypothesis, which
reinforces the first major hypothesis, that the labor market
sectoral location of women's first jobs affects their later
occupational attainment. The labor market sectoral location of
first job does significantly affect women's occupational
attainment at career origin. The latter in turn affect their
occupational status at early career and mid-career stages. This
finding indicates that labor market sectoral location has some
direct effect on the occuptional status at career origin, as
well as indirect effects mediated through the variable of
occupational prestige at entry. It appears that, to a certain
extent, this structural factor continues to affect women's
occupational attainment throughout their work lives.
The women in the sample also receive status gains over their
work lives from their other resources. Firstly, education adds
to the prediction of the extent of their status gains over the
period from their career origin to mid-career. The effect of
education is greatest at their career origin, arid the effect
lessens as the women participate more extensively in the labor
force. This is understandable as the effect of education on
later career stages is mediated through the status attainment at
an earlier stage. Secondly, white women are rewarded with status
gains for more extensive labor market activity. Non white women
with more extensive employment do not have a significant edge
over those who do not have as extensive employment experience as
they do. The explanation according to the human capital theory
is that their low status jobs require little skill. So,
extensive employment in the job does not increase their human
capital in the form of skill development and productivity anc
hence does not act as a resource from which nonwhite women can
capitalize on. Thirdly, socioeconomic background affect women's
occupational status differently at different stages of their
work lives. The general conclusions are that whites capitalize
more on their parents' educational and occupational attainment
tnan nonwhites do and that its effects are mediated through
educational attainment of the women.
Two general concluding remarks must be added. One is that models
including variables representing the labor market strucutre show
that structural factors do have significant effects on the labor
outcomes, net of human capital factors. However, this conclusion
remains tentative since this finding from the aggregated
approach awaits qualitative knowledge from disaggregated data to
add to the explanation for the race difference. The other is
that nonwhite women, in general though experience some upward
mobility over their occupational lives, remain at the levels
lower than those occupied by white women. Furthermore, their
resources do not render comparably positive returns as they do
to white women. This is the major reason for their relative
disadvantageous position in the occupational hierarchy.
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APPENDIX I
DUNCAN SOCIOECONOMIC INDEX
FOR 1960 CENSUS DETAILED OCCUPATION CODES
Duncan 1960 Census
SUE 0ccupat i o n Code

























































Airplane Pilots and Navigators
Architects






College Presidents and Deans
Professors and Instructors, Agricultural
Sciences
Professors and Instructors, Biological
Sciences
Professors and Instructors, Chemistry
Professors and Instructors, Economics
Professors and Instructors, Engineering
Professors and Instructors, Geology and
Geophysics
Professors and Instructors, Mathematics
Professors and Instructors, Medical
Sciences
Professors and Instructors, Physics
Professors and Instructors, Psychology
Professors and Instructors, Statistics
Professors and Instructors, Natural
Sciences (n.e.c.)




Professors and Instructors, Subject Not
Specifled










































































































D i e 11 c i a n s a n d N u t r i t i o n i s t s
Draftsmen
Editor s a rid Re p o r t e r s
Engi.neers, Aeronautica 1
E n gine ers, Ch emica1
Engineers, Civil
Engineersj E1ectrica1





E ngine ers (n.e.c.)
Enter tainers (n,e. c.)
Farm and Home Management Advisers
Foresters and Conservationists
Funeral Directors and Embaimers
Lawyers and Judges
Librarians




Mat hema ticia ns
Physicists
M i s c e 11 a n e o u s N a t. u. r a 1 S c i e n 11 s t s
Nurses, Professional
Nurses, Student Professional
0p t omet ris t s
Osteopaths
Personnel and Labor-relations Workers
Pharmacists
P h o t o g r aph ers
Physicians and Surgeons
Public Relations and Publicity Writers
Radio 0perators
Recreation Group Workers
Re1igiou s W o rk ers











Technicians, Medica1 a n d De nta1
T e c h n i c i a n s, E1 e c t r i c a I a n d 131 e c t r o n i c











The rapis t s and Healers (n. e.c.)
Veterinarians
Professional, Technical, and Kindred
Workers (n.e.c.)






















Buyers and Department Heads, Score
Buyers a nd Shippers, Farm P rodu c t s
Conductors, Railroads
Credit Men
Floor Men and Floor Managers, Store
Managers and Superintendents, Building
Officers, Pilots, Pursers, and
Engineers, Ship
Officials, Lodge, Society, Union, etc.
Pos tmasters
Purchasing Agnets and Buyers (n.e.c.)
















































Attendants and Assistants, Library






Collectors, Bill and Account
Dispatchers and Starters, Vehicle






Messengers and Office Boys
Office Machine Operators




Shipping and Receiving Clerks
S tenographers












T e 1 e g r a p h 0 p e r a t o r s
T e 1 e p h o n e 0 p e r a f; o r s
I i c k. e(:, S t a t i o n, and E x p r e s s A gen t: s
T y p 1 s t s
Clerical and Kindred Workers (n.e.c.)

















Advertising Agents a nd Sa1esme n
Aug tioneers
Demonstrators





Real Estate Agents and Brokers
Stock and Bond Salesmen



















































B o o k b i n d e r s
Br1c 1 c maso n s, S t o ne masons,
a n d T i J., e Sett e r s
C a b i n e t mak e r s
Carpenters
Cement and Concrete Finishers
Cornpositers and Typesetters
Cranemen, Derrickmen, Hoistmen
Decorators and Window Dressers
E1 e c t r i c i a n s
Electrotypers and Stereotypers
Engravers, Except Photoengravers
E x c a va 11 ng, Grading, and R o a d- rna ch i n e r y
Opera tors
Forgemen and Hammermen
F u r r i e r s
G1a 7. i e r s
Heat Treaters, Annealers, and Temperers
Inspectors, Scalers, and Graders, Log
and Lumber
Jewelers, Watchmakers, Goldsmiths, and
Silversmiths
Job Setters, Metal
Linemen and Servicemen, Telegraph,
T e 1 e ph o n e, a n d P o we r







































































Machanics and Repairmen, Air
Conditioners, Heating,
and Refigerators
Machanics and Repairmen, Airplane
Machanics and Repairmen, Automobile
Machanics and Repairmen, Office Machine
Machanics and Repairmen, Radio and
Television
Machanics and Repairmen, Railroad and
Car Shop
Machanicsand Repairmen, (n.e.c.)




Opticians, asn Lens Grinders and
Polishers
Painters, Construction and Maintenance
Paperhangers
Pattern and Model Makers, Except Paper
Phtoengravers and Lithographers
Piano and Organ Tuners and Repairmen
Plasterers
Plumbers and Pipe Fitters
Pressmen and Plate Printers, Printing
Ro11ers and Ro11 Hands, Metal
Roofers and Slaters
Shoemakes and Repairers, Except Factory
Stationary Engineers
Stone Cutters and Stone Cravers
Structura1 Meta1 Wothers
Tailors and Tailoresses
Tinsmiths, Coppersmiths, and Sheet Metal
Workers
Toolmakers, and Die Makers and Setters
Uphols terers
Craftsmen and Kindred Workers (n.e.c.)



















Apprentice Bricklayers and Masons
Apprentice Carpenters
Apprentice EIectrieians
Apprentice Machinists and Toolmakers
Apprentice Machanics, Except Auto
Apprentice Plumbers and Pipe Fitters
An n rentices„ Bui1dins Trades (n.e.c.)





































( n. e. c.)
Apprentices, Printing Trades
Apprentices, Other Specified Trades
Apprentices, Trade Not Specified
Asbestos and Insulation Workers
As semblers
Attendants, Auto Service and Parking
Blasters a n d P o w e rim e n
Boatmen, Canalmen, and Lock Keepers
Brakemen, Railroad
Bus Drivers
Chairmen, Rodmen and Axmen, Surveying
Checkers, Examiners, Inspectors, Mfg.
Conductors, Bus and Streer Railway
Deliverymen and Routemen
Dressmakers and Seamstresses,












































Av——j~ W---Cl L- K.J1. y
Dye rs
Filers, C7rinders, and Polishers, Metal
Fruit, Nut Vegetable Graders
Packers, Except Factory
Furnacemen, Smeitermen, and Pourers
Graders and Sorters, Manufacturing
Heaters, Metal
Knitters, Loopers, and Toppers, Textile
Laundry and Dry Cleaning Operatives
Meat Cutters, Except Slaughter and
Packing House
MI-1 I T7 T-1~V-Vi. _j_Xi L_11Cl JLq
Motormen, Mine, Factory, Logging Camp
etc.
Motormen, Street, Subway, and Elevate
Railwav
Oilers and Greasers, Except Auto
Packers and Wrappers (n.e.c.)




Sailors and Deck Hands
Sawyers




Taxicab Drivers and Chauffeurs





























































Pr 1 vatie Househo 1 d Workers
Baby Sitters, Private Household
H ou s eke epe r s, Priva t e Honseho1d
Launderesses, Private Household
Private Household Workers (n.e.c.)
Service Workers, Except Private
Household
Attendants, Hospita1s and 01her
Ins titutions
A11 e rid a n t s, P r o t e s s i o na 1 and Personal
Service (n.e.c.)




Boarding and Lodging-house Keepers
Chambermaids and Maids, Except Private
Household
Charwomen and Cleaners
Cooks, Except Private Household
Counter and Fountain Workers
Elevator Operators
Housekeepers and Stewards, Except
Private Household
Janitors and Sextons







Guards, Wa tc.hmen, and Doorkeepers
Marshals and Constables
S h e r if f s and Ba L Li f f s
Ushers, Re c reation and Amus emen t
Waiters and Waitresses
S e r v i c e Wo r k e r s, E x c e p t P r i v a t e
H ou s e ho 1 d (n.. e. c.)
Fa rme r s a nd F n rin M n n; o-p r q
14 201
r F armer s (0 wn ers and T enan t s)
T? o wn M rwN vr.








F a rm Laborers, W age W o r k. e. r s
Farm Laborers, Undaid 1• aini 1 v Wor ker£Si. J
Farm Service Laborers, Self-employee










Carpenters1 Helpers, Except Logging ar
Mining
Fishermen and Oys termen
Garage laborers, and Car Washers and
Greasers
Gardeners, Except Farm, and
G r ounds kee p e r s
Longshoremen and S t evedo re s




M O m n o r c r f- t rs rm A vm t_ rl H r r
Mpmhorc nf f~ A rrnorl Vn t»
APPENDIX II
CORE AND PERIPHERY SECTORS OF INDUSTRIES
DEVELOPED BY TOLBERT ET AL. (1980)





















tv PTI nil fiirp f n rnc I r? f y elm y o, o•O -v v' y L v- K X x v- -L w 1 t-- y y L A-
Apr 1 ml f 11 V ay 1 nrnrlnn t~ i r r
A g r i c u 11 u r a 1 s e r v i c e .c
M] ty i n ao
Mpfol Til Y TY Y TY O
Coal minim
Crude petroleum and natural nas
Nonmetallic mining and quarryim
( nnotrimhTAn»
Genera! IJ ni 1 Hi n P Cnnf r a r 1 n r




























Lnmhpr pnrl unnrl nrnrlur-f-
Furniture and fixture
Stone, clay, and class product
Prim :y rY7 of o t a
Fabricated mptal nrnrliirt
Machine rv. Pxrent elert rira 1
K 1 p c I r i cp 1 inn n 1y y ty o r7 on n y n mp n
Motor vehicles and ecuinmen
Of'bpr f'T A n R n n r f~ ay h i n n o n n y ty mo ty
Prof p SRI n n p 1_ n h n f~ n arnnhi r. way t~ r h p
J 1 VMr-1 T-Nr
Mi see l 1 a neon s manufacturin
Ma nu fa c t nr i n nondurable roods


































T nvl- i 1, - mi sre1 1 a nenn s nrnduet
Annprpl and nthe r r e1 a t e d n r n d 11 c t
Paper and a 11 i.ed oroduct
Prlntint. nub 1ishin
Chemicals and allied product
Pptrn1 piim and roa 1 orodnct
Rubber oroducts
Miscellaneous plastic products
Tanne d. rnrripd an d finic h o d
I pp f- 1 po r
Footwear, except rubber











n f~ h P r 13 m'KI i P n i~ a 1 a t- a a c
Railroads and railway exnress
vS t ree t rai 1 ways and bus 1 ine;
T axic ab s e rvice
T r uc kinc s e rvice
Wa rehou sino stora or
Wa ter t ransnorta tior
Air transnortatior
Pipelines, except natural 2a«
Services incidental to
I r n 13 Qro n r 'r p i n r
CI mnrn 11 n i r p f--? nnc
E1 e c t r i c., gas, a nd s t e am uowe



















C o r e
C o r e




Wh o 1 e s a 1 p 17 a d p:
Motor vehicles and equipmen
Drugs, chemicals. al lied nroduc t
Drv goods and anna re
Food and related product;
F a rm prod u ct s— r aw ma t e ria
E 1 pr r rim 1 onndf
Hardware, plumbing, heating supplies
N o t s up c i f i pd p! prtri ml- ha r dwa r.
Ma rh i np rv. poui nmpiiT rind sunn 1 i e
Metals and minerals, not elsewhere
C 1 O Q Q 1 f I P
Petroleum product
S c ra o a n d wa s t e material
A1 c oho] i c he vp ra vp
Paper and its product
Lumber and construction material
Wholesa1ers. not soecifi ed. not


























C o r e






Lumber, building materials, hardwar





Annarel and shoe store
F11 rri i hirp. (3n 11«phn 1 d ann 1 i anc.e















Per i phe r;
P e r i] b e r;
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Orlior norcnnsil corii'i r» o s
Professional and related services:
Offices of physicians, dentisits,
nrchi finnprQ n nr hpj I t h Qprui r o
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APPENDIX III
INDUSTRIES. 1960 DETAILED CENSUS CODES AND
SECTORAL ASSIGNMENT
Indus trv 1960 Census Code Sector
Agriculture, forestry, fisheries:
Agriculture











Crude petroleum and natural gasA C.7











Lumber and wood products
Furniture and fixture,
Stone, clav. and glass product?
Primary Metal
Fabricated metal oroduct:i—
Machinery, exceot electricalJ J A
Electrical machinery, equipment
Motor vehicles and equipmen
Other transportation eauinment
pTTif r t a I nhnhnar a n In i n r, 'r n In ,3 c——? r- o r—
























Food and kindred nroduct:
Tohanrn mannfartiirpri
Textile— knitting mill:
Textile— dyeing and finishln
Textile— floor coverin;— —













Apparel and other related product
Paper and allied product:
Printing, publishingCJ J L CJ
Chemicals and allied product





























































































Tanned, curried, and finished
1 p n V h p r
Footwear, except rubber
Leather products, except footwear
Transportation, communications, and
other public u t11ities:
Railroads and railway express






Pipelines, except natural gas
Services incidenta 1 to
t rans portation
CorriTTinrii onc;
Electric, gas, and steam powei
Water, sanitary, and other utilities
Wh o1e s a1e trade:
Motor vehicles and eauioment
Drugs, chemicals, allied products
Dry goods and apparels I A.
Food and related products
Farm products— raw material
Electrical goods, hardware.
plumbing, heating supplies
Machinery, eauinment and suppliesJ l L
Petroleum products
Who 1 e sa 1 e. r s. n o t s pe c. i f i ed, not
elsewhere classifier
Retail trade:
Lumber, building materia1s, hardwart





Apparel and shoe store:
Furniture, household appliance
Eating and drinking place:
Other re tail t rs d
Finance, insurance, and real estate:
Banking and credit agencies
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Offices of physicians, dentisits,
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